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MOBILE TELEPHONE RACK ASSEMBLY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to telephone racks and 
relates more particularly to a mobile telephone rack 
assembly which can be alternatively set into various 
forms for fastening in a motor vehicle’s instrument 
board or mounting on a wall surface or a window glass. 

Mobile telephone is very convenient for conveying 
speech over distances while one a driving a car, walking 
on the road or going aboard of a ship, a train or a plane. 
Using a mobile telephone in a motor vehicle, a tele' 
phone rack is generally required for holding it in place. 
Regular telephone racks for holding mobile telephones 
are not satisfactory in use because they can not ?rmly 
retain a mobile telephone in place. 
The present invention has been accomplished to pro 

vide a telephone rack assembly speci?cally designed for 
holding a mobile telephone in place. According to the 
present invention, a mobile telephone can be held in the 
instrument board, the window glass or any ?at wall 
surface inside a motor vehicle. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a mobile telephone 
rack assembly embodying the present invention, in 
which a support is used to fasten the telephone rack 
thereof in the socket on a motor vehicle's instrument 

board; and 
FIG. 2 is an exploded perspective view of the present 

invention showing that a wall plate and a suction disc 
can be alternatively attached to the telephone rack for 
mounting on a flat wall surface or a window glass. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENT 

Referring to the annexed drawings in detail, a mobile 
telephone rack assembly is shown and generally com 
prised of a telephone rack 1, a support 2, a wall plate 3, 
and a suction disc 4. 
The telephone rack 1 comprises a base 11 having a 

vertical side wall 12 upstanding therefrom at one side, 
which vertical side wall 12 is terminated in a rib 13 at 
one end at right angle, a ?rst set of parallel, embossed 
jaw plates 14 formed on said vertical side wall 12 at an 
inner side, a second set of parallel, embossed jaw plates 
15 upstanding therefrom at an opposite side opposed to 
said ?rst set of parallel, embossed jaw plates 14, a 
shaped mounting hole 16 on the bottom edge thereof 
(not shown), and a socket 17 vertically disposed at one 
corner with an electric heating coil fastened therein (not 
shown). The second set of parallel jaw plates 15 each is 
made from an elastic resilient material or incorporated 
with a spring means at the bottom so that they can be 
bent outwards for inserting a mobile telephone and then 
return to original shape for holding the mobile tele 
phone in place. 
The support 2 comprises a main rod 21 pivoted to a 

connecting rod 22. The main rod 21 is revolvably fas 
tened in the mounting hole 16 by a joint 23. The con 
necting rod 22 has two arc-shaped expansion strip 24 at 
two opposite locations adjacent to the front end thereof 
and an electric circuit connected to the electric heating 
coil in the socket 17 on the telephone rack 1. By insert 
ing the connecting rod 22 in the socket on a motor 
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vehicle’s instrument board, the socket 17 is electrically 
connected to serve as a cigarette lighter. 
The wall plate 3 is made from a ?at plate 31 having a 

plurality of holes 32 for inserting screws and a tenon 33 
at the center made in size and shape suitable for fasten 
ing in the mounting hole 16 on the telephone rack 1. 
The suction disc 4 is comprised of a diaphragm 42 

having a rubber ring 41 attached thereto around the 
peripheral edge thereof and controlled to operate by a 
hand lever 43, and a tenon 44 made in size and shape 
suitable for fastening in the mounting hole 16 on the 
telephone rack 1. 

Referring to the annexed drawings again, the tele 
phone rack 1 can be alternatively connected to the 
support 2, the wall plate 3 or the suction disc 4 for 
mounting on the instrument board, a wall surface or a 
window glass. When the support 2 is attached to the 
telephone rack 1, the connecting rod 22 can be inserted 
in the socket on a motor vehicle’s instrument board to 
hold the telephone rack 1 in place, and therefore, a 
mobile telephone can be held in the telephone rack and 
firmly retained by the two sets of jaw plates 14, 15. At 
the same time, the socket 17 is electrically connected to 
the electric circuit of the motor vehicle for use as a 
cigarette lighter. 

In an alternate form of the present invention, the 
suction disc 4 is attached to the telephone rack 1 by 
inserting the tenon 44 in the mounting hole 16. Through 
the control of the hand lever 43, the suction disc 4 can 
be attached to the surface of a window glass to hold the 
telephone rack 1 thereto, and therefore, a mobile tele 
phone can be retained in the base 11 by the jaw plates 
14, 15. 

In another alternate form of the present invention, the 
wall plate 3 can be fastened in a flat wall surface by 
screws, and then, the telephone rack 1 can be attached 
to the wall plate 3 by engaging the tenon 33 in the 
mounting hole 16, and therefore, a mobile telephone can 
be retained in the base 11 by the jaw plates 14, 15. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A kit of a mobile telephone rack assembly compris 

ing: 
a telephone rack for holding a mobile telephone, said 

telephone rack comprising a base having a vertical 
side wall upstanding therefrom at one side, said 
vertical side wall terminating in a rib at one end at 
right angle, a ?rst set of parallel, embossed jaw 
plates formed on said vertical side wall at an inner 
side, a second set of parallel, embossed jaw plates 
upstanding therefrom at an opposite side opposed 
to said ?rst set of parallel, said embossed jaw plates 
for holding a mobile telephone therebetween, a 
mounting ori?ce on the bottom edge thereof, and a 
?rst socket vertically disposed at one corner with 
an electric heating coil fastened therein for lighting 
cigarettes; 

said kit further comprising a support to secure said 
telephone rack to a motor vehicle’s instrument 
board, said instrument’s board having a second 
socket, said support comprising a ?rst rod and a 
connecting rod, said ?rst rod being pivoted to said 
connecting rod at the rear end of said connecting 
rod, said ?rst rod being coupled with a universal 
joint for fastening in said mounting ori?ce on said 
telephone rack, said connecting rod being adapted 
at the front end thereof to fasten in said second 
socket on a motor vehicle’s instrument whereby 
said electric heating coil is electrically connected 
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for lighting cigarettes, said connecting rod having 
two arc-shaped expansion strips at two opposite 
locations adjacent to the front end thereof; 

or a wall plate to secure said telephone rack to a ?at 
wall surface, said wall plate having a plurality of 
holes for fastening in a flat wall surface by screws 
and a tenon made at the center for fastening in said 
mounting ori?ce on said telephone rack; 

or a suction disc to secure said telephone rack to a 
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window glass, said suction disc comprising a dia 

phragm having a rubber ring attached thereto 
around the peripheral edge thereof and controlled 
to operate by a hand lever attached thereto at the 

top, and a tenon for fastening in said mounting 

ori?ce on said telephone rack. 
i i it t it 


